Association of proopiomelanocortin gene polymorphisms with obesity in the IRAS family study.
Proopiomelanocortin (POMC) has been found to be associated with rare Mendelian forms of obesity in children, and, in linkage studies, genomic regions containing the POMC locus have been linked to leptin levels, a predictor of obesity, in white, Mexican-American, and African-American families. POMC polymorphisms have not been investigated in detail for association with obesity in the general population. Five single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (G-3460C, C17T, G3473A, C3755T, and A7069G) were genotyped on 811 Hispanic individuals in the Insulin Resistance Atherosclerosis Family Study and tested for association with multiple obesity quantitative traits. General and family-based association analyses for each individual SNP and for haplotypes were performed using the generalized estimating equation and quantitative pedigree disequilibrium test (QPDT), respectively. Modest but consistent associations were observed for SNP C3755T, with p values ranging from 0.011 to 0.045 for association with BMI, waist, visceral adipose tissue, and subcutaneous adipose tissue. G-3460C, G3473A, and A7069G were also found to be associated with additional obesity measurements (p value 0.025 to 0.04), with comparable levels of evidence observed for linkage disequilibrium between these traits and these SNPs. Results of the haplotype analyses were also consistent with the single SNP analysis, with haplotypes containing C3755T showing the greatest evidence of association (p values ranging 0.004 to 0.048). Monte Carlo simulations (gene dropping) that account for the number of comparisons and the correlation structure indicate that the multivariate significance for these obesity traits with these polymorphisms was p = 0.0091. Collectively, the POMC polymorphisms showed consistent evidence for association with obesity traits in Hispanic Americans across several analytical approaches using SNP and haplotype analysis. These results support the hypothesis that POMC contributes genetically to the development of obesity.